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From Chatterbots to Natural Interaction — Face to Face
Communication with Embodied Conversational Agents
Matthias REHM† and Elisabeth ANDRÉ† ,

SUMMARY
In this paper, we present a game of dice that combines
multi-party communication with a tangible interface. The game
has been used as a testbed to study typical conversational behavior patterns in interactions between human users and synthetic
agents. In particular, we were interested in the question to what
extent the interaction with the agent can be considered as natural. As an evaluation criterion, we propose to investigate whether
the communicative behaviors of humans diﬀer when conversing
with an agent as opposed to conversing with other humans.
key words: embodied conversational agents, multi-party communication

1.

Introduction

The objective to develop more human-centered, personalized and at the same time more entertaining interfaces immediately leads to the metaphor of an embodied conversational agent (ECA) that employs gestures,
mimics and speech to communicate with the human
user. While earlier research focused on dyadic communications between a single user and a single agent,
more recent research concentrates on multi-party dialogue settings that support reactive as well as proactive user participation. One basic idea is to provide the
user with the option of taking an active role in the dialogue if she or he wishes to do so. If not, however, the
characters will continue the conversation on their own maybe encouraging the user to give feedback from time
to time.
In this paper, we go one step further and present
a game application in which several users interact with
a single agent. Such a scenario represents a number
of challenges for the artiﬁcial agent who has to overhear conversations between humans and potentially engage in diﬀerent threads of communication. In particular, there is the danger that the humans exclude the
agent from the conversation due to its deﬁcient communicative skills. Research on dyadic conversations
between humans and agents has shown that an appropriate eye gaze model may positively contribute to the
user’s engagement in a dialogue. The question arises
of whether these ﬁndings scale up to multi-party conversations. That is will users still regard an artiﬁcial
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agent as an equal conversational partner worthy of being attended to even if there are human conversational
partners around to converse with?
To investigate this question, we developed a multiparty scenario in which several human participants play
a small game of dice with an artiﬁcial game player. The
users are allowed to freely interact with the agent and
the other users. Nevertheless, the rules of the game
(and the players’ motivation to win the game) constrain
the interaction in a natural manner. Rather, than asking users for their subjective impression of the agent, we
propose to examine whether humans behave similarly
when talking to an agent as when talking to a human.
In particular, we focus on the users’ gaze during the
interaction and their verbal utterances.
2.

Face to face communication with a single
ECA

Early attempts to simulate machine-based dialogues
were – due to technical constraints – purely verbal (and
text-based) in nature. A system whose concepts of interaction persevere for nearly 40 years now is Weizenbaum’s Eliza [1]. The program analyzes the user’s input by searching for keywords and employing templates
to generate an answer, usually a question or proposal
based on the keyword, like Why are you unhappy (keyword: unhappy) or Tell me more about boats (keyword:
boat). The intriguing “trick” of Eliza is to emulate the
interaction of certain kinds of psychotherapist (Rogerians) resulting in the astonishing eﬀect that users readily
assume to talk to such a person.
Chatterbots are the modern version of the Eliza
program, inhabiting a large number of websites and
providing customers with a more personalized onlineshopping experience 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. In
most cases the user can “talk” to the character by typing NL expressions into a text-input widget while the
character talks to the user either by voice output or
likewise through speech bubbles. Although nowadays
web-based chatterbots generally come in the disguise
of an embodied agent, most of the time the interaction
remains purely text-based enriched perhaps with some
gestural output gimmicks. The virtual chat agent Cybelle (www.agentland.com) is an example of this kind.
Embodied conversational agents [2] oﬀer great
promise to more natural interaction because of their po-
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Fig. 1

Single User and Multiple Agents (left), Single Agent and Multiple Users (right)

tential to emulate verbal and non-verbal human-human
interaction. In general, nonverbal interaction comprises
facial expressions, gaze behavior, gestures, and body
posture, which all play sometimes distinct, sometimes
redundant roles in face to face communication. Most
research prototypes of embodied conversational characters aim at the modeling of complex multimodal dialogues, though the focus is usually on the generation
of synchronised multimodal expression. Prominent examples include Peedy developed at Microsoft Research
[3], the Internet Advisor Cosmo [4], the Steve Agent
[5], the real estate agent REA [6], the GRETA Medical
Advisor [7], the agent MAX [8] and the animated interface character Smartakus that has been developed in
the SmartKom project [9]. Most of these systems rely
on sophisticated models for multimodal output generation. For instance, Smartakus incorporates a spoken
dialogue subsystem and has a ”visual sense” that enables it to recognize and understand pointing gestures
of the user.
Summing up, it may be said that the ability of a
character to engage with a human in an unconstrained
spoken natural language conversation is most desirable,
but also very diﬃcult and therefore will remain a great
challenge for years even though considerable progress
has been made in the last decade in speech recognition,
synthesis and spoken dialogue systems. For this reason, we have decided to choose a scenario in which the
interactions can be controlled in a natural manner, but
without explicitly forbidding the user to engage in free
conversations with other users or the agent.
3.

Face to face communication with more than
one interaction partner

All of the above systems focus on dyadic interactions
between one user and one agent. If we turn to communications with more than two interactions partners, we
ﬁnd systems where one user engages in the interaction
with several agents. Scenarios with multiple characters
bear a number of advantages. First of all, they enrich
the repertoire of modalities. For instance, they allow a
system to convey certain rhetorical relationships, such

as pros and cons, in a more canonical manner (see, for
example, [10]). Secondly, the single members of a character team can serve as indices, which help the user to
organize the conveyed information. For instance, characters can convey meta-information, such as the origin
of information, or they can present information from
diﬀerent points of view, e.g., from the point of view
of a businessman or the point of view of a traveller.
Furthermore, scenarios with multiple characters allow
us to model interpersonal social relationships (see [11],
[12]).
A number of approaches to such multiparty conversations have been inspired by research on interactive drama that aims at integrating a user in a scenario
- either as an audience member or an active participant. An example includes Avatar Arena [13] where
the agents perform a presentation for the user interacting amongst each other. Avatar Arena provides a spatially extended interaction experience by oﬀering several separated agent screens, and by creating the illusion that the agents have cross-screen conversations.
An interesting feature of Avatar Arena is the simulation of listener as well as speaker behaviors based on
empirical studies of human-human conversations (see
left-hand side of Fig. 1). Traum and Rickel [14] have
addressed the issue of automatically generated multiparty dialogues in immersive virtual environments. In
the context of a military mission rehearsal application,
they address dialogue management comprising humancharacter and character-character dialogues. The characters are based on the Steve architecture which has
been enhanced by a multi-modal dialogue model to handle turn taking in such a challenging scenario. The
VicTec system (e.g., [15]) realizes a multi-agent learning environment to teach kids strategies against bullying relying on a Forum Theatre metaphor. The user
is able to interact with one of the agent and suggest
plans of action, that will inﬂuence the storyline. In the
NICE fairy tale game [16], a user can enter the fairy
tale world of H.C. Andersen where she may meet three
diﬀerent types of agents. The helper agent accompanies her through the world, suggesting lines of action.
Feature characters have key functions in the plot. To
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continue the game, the user has to interact with them.
Supporting characters at last are information delivering
agents that cannot be engaged in any further interaction.
Hardly any work so far has been conducted on the
realization of scenarios with multiple users and synthetic agents. An exception includes the work by Isbister and colleagues [17] who concentrate on social interaction between several humans in a video chat environment which is supported by a so-called Helper Agent.
Helper Agent is an animated, dog-faced avatar that
tracks audio from two-person conversations and intervenes if it detects longer silences.
In contrast to [17], we focus on a game scenario in
which the agent does not appear in the role of a moderator, but takes on a similar role as the human users
(see right-hand side of Fig. 1). In our case, the dialogue
ﬂow is controlled by the rules of the game. As a consequence, we do not rely on dramaturgical principles to
structure the conversation.

lish mutual gaze with it.
Little is known of the eﬀects when we move form a
dyadic agent-user interaction towards a situation where
the agent interacts with more than one user. In a dyadic
interaction, the user can concentrate completely on the
task and the agent who is the sole interlocutor. Increasing the number of human communication participants,
there is suddenly a choice between a natural communication partner with sophisticated communication skills
and an artiﬁcial communication partner with deﬁcient
communication skills. Thus, we cannot trust that the
results of the dyadic studies scale up 1:1 to such an
extended setting.
While the work above concentrated on the eﬀect of
agent’s gaze behaviors on the user’s interaction behaviors, we focus on the question of whether and how the
users’ gaze behaviors change when they are addressing
or attended by another human interlocutor as opposed
to artiﬁcial interlocutors.
5.

4.

The role of gaze behaviors in dyadic and
multi-party conversations

In this section, we focus on eye gaze behaviors as one
of the most important signals to show engagement in
a conversation. According to Kendon [18], we can distinguish between at least four functions of seeking or
avoiding to look at the partner in dyadic interactions:
(i) to provide visual feedback, (ii) to regulate the ﬂow
of conversation, (iii) to communicate emotions and relationships, (iv) to improve concentration by restriction
of visual input. Kendon showed that speakers tend to
look away at the beginning of an utterance and turn
their attention towards the conversational partner at
the end of an utterance. Regarding the listener, Argyle
and Cook [19] show that people look nearly twice as
much while listening (75%) than while speaking (41%).
For dyadic interactions between an ECA and a
human, a positive eﬀect of natural gaze behavior was
found. Nakano and colleagues [20] developed a model
of grounding for the kiosk agent Mack agent that provides route descriptions for a paper map. The agent
uses gaze as a deictic device as well as a feedback and
turn taking mechanism to establish a common understanding between user and agent of what is being said
and meant. A preliminary study revealed that a system
with a grounding mechanism seems to encourage more
non-verbal feedback from the user than a system without any grounding mechanism. Based on an analysis of
human-human conversation, Sidner and colleagues [21]
developed a model of engagement for a conversational
robot that is able to track the user’s face and adjusts
its gaze accordingly. Even though the set of communicative behaviors of the robot was strongly limited, an
empirical study revealed that users indeed seem to be
sensitive to a robot’s conversational gestures and estab-

Multiparty face to face communication in
Gamble

In the remaining part of this article we focus on Gamble, a system that allows for the investigation of multiparty interactions (see Fig. 2). In Gamble, two users
play a simple game of dice (also known as Mexicali)
with an embodied conversational agent. To win the
game it is indispensable to lie to the other players and
to catch them lying to you. The game is played with
two dice and a cup.
Let’s assume player 1 is on turn. He casts the dice
and then inspects the dice without permitting the other
players to have a look. The cast is interpreted in the
following way: the higher digit always represents the
ﬁrst part of the cast. Thus, a 5 and a 2 correspond to
a 52. Two equal digits (11, ..., 66) have a higher value
than the other casts, the highest cast is a 21. Player
1 has to announce his cast with the constraint that he
has to say a higher number than the previous player.
For instance, if the dice show a 52, but the previous
player already announced a 61, player 1 has to say at
least 62. Now player 2 has to decide whether to believe
the other player’s claim. In this case, he has to cast
next. Otherwise, the dice are shown and if player 1 has
lied he has lost this round and has to start a new one.
Although the rules of the game are very simple,
complex communicative behaviors emerge from these
simple rules. Blaming another player for an attempted
deceit or getting away with such an attempt e.g., creates highly emotional situations that trigger rich verbal
and nonverbal interactions allowing us to use Gamble
as a test bed for investigating multiparty communications.
Gamble is based on the Greta agent system developed by Catherine Pelachaud and colleagues [7]. It
is compliant with the MPEG-4 standard which allows
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to control facial expressions and body gestures by socalled facial animation parameters (FAPs) and body
animation parameters (BAPs).
5.1 Handling the complexity
The choice of this game domain helps us to manage
some of the inherent complexities of multi-party interactions. The game is turn-based which means that at
each moment in time exactly one player legally holds
the ﬂoor and it is unmistakably clear who this player
is and whom he is speaking to. In this way, the process of turn-taking is controlled in a natural manner by
the game progress. Verbal and non-verbal behavior can
be classiﬁed into three diﬀerent categories: announcements, beliefs, and comments. During announcements,
the current player announces her cast or what she pretends to be her cast to the next player who is the addressee of this announcement. The belief category comprises communicative acts indicating a player’s belief or
disbelief of an announcement. Hence, the addressee of
such an utterance is the previous player who made the
announcement that is subject to the speaker’s evaluation. All other communication attempts are categorized as comments which are – strictly speaking – not
game relevant. Gamble is a small game of dice played at
a table. Similar to Avatar Arena, this setting provides
the user with a spatially extended interaction experience. By projecting the agent on a screen at the end
of the table, we convey the impression that it is sitting
together with the other players at the table. To allow
for a more natural simulation of the traditional game of
dice, the user does not interact via a keyboard, but uses
a tangible interface to toss the dice and communicates
via voice with the other players and the agent.
5.2 Multimodal input behavior
PDA interaction In the preliminary version of Gamble,
users were restricted to a handheld device (PDA) as an
interface to the system (see right-hand side of Fig. 1).
The PDA is used to throw the dice by clicking on a
displayed cup of dice, to enter an announcement that
will be sent to the game server, and to indicate belief or
disbelief by selecting yes/no buttons. The players are
forced to communicate their input also verbally because
the information is not displayed on the PDA of the
other player. Of course, this is not a natural way to
play a game of dice. Indeed, we noticed that the PDA
took away a lot of attention from the players which
is why we developed a specialized input device for the
application.
CamCup For this speciﬁc game of dice, a cup is used
to cast the dice in order to allow the players to hide
their casts. We developed the CamCup as a tangible
interface for this application. The CamCup (see Fig. 2)

contains an USB-camera in order to recognize the dice
cast. The game server needs this information about the
actual result of the cast to decide on the game progress
in case the next player does not believe the current
player’s announcement. If the current player has indeed
tried to deceive the next player, i.e., he has announced
a result that was higher than his actual cast, he has
lost the round. Otherwise the next player has lost the
round. Either way, the loser has to start a new round.
The CamCup is a natural device to play a game of dice
because it is just an elongated cup of dice which is used
as every other cup.
Speech recognition Apart from casting the dice, the
players have to announce their results and evaluate the
other players announcements. To capture the players’ verbal input, a microphone is set between the
players. The utterances are analyzed by the speakerindependent speech recognition system ESMERALDA
[22]. It was trained to recognize all possible casts and a
few variations of “yes” and “no” like “I believe you” or
“Never”. Synchronizing the diﬀerent input modalities
is simple because the players have to cast and inspect
the dice ﬁrst before an announcement can be registered.
Thus, any utterance before and during casting the dice
can be ignored if an announcement has to be detected.
A belief statement on the other hand, can only be made
after an announcement and generally precedes casting
the dice.
5.3 Multimodal output behavior
Verbal behavior To render the agent’s voice as natural
as possible, Gamble uses animation sequences that were
dubbed by a female German native speaker and that
are chosen from a large database at runtime. This has
the disadvantage of some repetition during long game
sessions. At the moment, a German speech synthesizer
is integrated into the system to allow for a dynamic and
situative generation of utterances. The agent’s verbal
behaviors comprise all three categories of utterances,
i.e., also comments. Comments are reactions to false
accusations (e.g. Immer dieses Misstrauen† ), winning
(e.g. Jetzt musst du was trinken†† ) or loosing (e.g. Da
kann man wohl nichts machen††† ) a round as well as
comments on its own casts (e.g. Was mach ich jetzt
nur†††† ).
Gaze Compared to dyadic conversations, we know little about gaze behavior in multiparty interactions. One
of the few studies has been conducted by Vertegaal
and colleagues [23] who investigated the gaze behavior in a four-party interaction. Subjects looked about
†

Always mistrusting me
Now you have to drink something
†††
Nothing to be done
††††
What shall I do now
††
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Fig. 2 The Gamble system. The preliminary version allowed for interactions by the use
of handheld devices. The current version employs a camera mounted cup of dice and a
speech recognition system to capture the users input.

7 times more at the individual they listened to (62%)
than at others (9%). They looked about three times
more at the individual they spoke to (40%) than at
others (12%). In accordance with Sidner et al. [24] or
Nakano et al. [20], they conclude that gaze is an excellent predictor of conversational attention in multiparty
conversations. Vertegaal et al. also showed that (i)
People look more at the person they speak or listen to
than at others, (ii) Listeners in a group can still see
they are being addressed. Each person still receives
1.7 times more gaze than could be expected had she
not been addressed, (iii) Speakers compensate for divided visual attention by increasing the total amount
of their gazes, and (iv) Listeners gaze more than speakers (1.6 times). To create a gaze model for the agent in
the Gamble scenario, we rely on the studies presented
above, but will also exploit the results of our own analysis of user gaze behaviors while interacting with another
human in Gamble (see Section 6). Since Gamble is a
turn-based game, it is usually obvious who is talking
to whom. If the speech recognizer identiﬁes oﬀ-talk, it
is rather likely that a conversation between the hman
participants has started. In this way the agent is at
least to some extent able to exhibit natural eye gaze
behaviors without tracking where the participants are
looking at.
Gestures Following the Berlin Lexicon of German Everyday Gestures [25], 30 diﬀerent gestures were speciﬁed for the use in Gamble. The rationale for choosing
those gestures was threefold. First, they are well documented including the use, as well as the form and
the meaning of the gestures. Second, they are clearly
identiﬁable by German native speakers. 90.5% of the
generated gestures are correctly classiﬁed by subjects.
Third, at least half of the documented gestures have a
clearly emotion related meaning, e.g., Waving a hand
in front of one’s eyes thereby indicating that something
is stupid, Indicating to one’s wrist which can be interpreted as hurry up, or Holding the hand as an extension
of the nose, a clear sign of gloating. This makes them
suitable for the use in the game scenario where highly

emotional situations arise that ask for the display of
appropriate reactions.
In the communicate process, the agent’s gestures
thus reveal its emotional appraisal of the situation allowing the other participants to form an impression of
the agent’s emotional state.
Facial Expressions Facial expressions are deﬁned by
moving the FAPs of the face model. The original face
library of the Greta system deﬁnes FAP movements for
the display of 48 diﬀerent emotions. In Gamble it is indispensable to lie to the other participants if you want
to win the game. In the game, Greta tries to mislead
the other players by portraying facial expressions that
do not correspond to her actual emotional state. For
instance, she might express false joy to make her game
partners believe that she achieved a high score. In fact,
her emotional state is more that of worry whether she
succeds with the bluﬀ or not. Thus, the worried facial expression may leak through the nonchalant smile
rendering it not as natural as would be expected of a
genuine smile. According to Ekman [26], this is called
a masking smile. Another sign of a conscious facial display is asymmetry, e.g., a forced smile may result in
more smiling action on one side of the face. Based on
Ekman [26], we modeled 32 facial expressions that convey such deceptive cues by combining diﬀerent degrees
of masking with diﬀerent degrees of asymmetry (see [27]
for a more detailed description of our implementation
of the deceptive behaviors).
Like gestures, facial expressions allow the agent
to reveal its emotional appraisal of a communicative
situation. More crucially, they may indicate a deceptive
move to the user, an information that will never be
revealed by the agent’s verbal channel.
Emotions The emotional model inﬂuences the agent’s
decision and behavior selection process. In the communicative process, the agent’s emotions are conveyed to
the user by facial expressions as well as by appropriate
gestures, e.g., tapping her ﬁnger against her forehead
which indicates in German that someone is nuts.
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Fig. 3 Setting the agent’s initial emotion (left, above) and its personality (left, below)
and visualising the agent’s emotional state (right).

The agent’s emotional state is inﬂuenced by its
game success and by its personality traits. Catching
another player lying, getting away with a lie, or being falsely accused of a lie and thus winning the round
constitute a positive emotional inﬂuence. Falsely accusing another player or being caught lying on the other
hand constitute a negative emotional inﬂuence. The
emotional model is dimensional in nature (e.g., [28])
with one dimension denoting the arousal of the accompanying emotion and the other dimension denoting its
valence on a positive/negative axis. The agent’s initial
emotional state as well as its personality traits can be
set before starting the game (see left-hand side of Fig.
3). Instead of using a sophisticated personality model
like the big ﬁve (e.g., [29]), we take the dimensional
model into account directly. The user can determine
modulator values for valence and arousal. These modulators allow the agent diﬀerent appraisals of a given
situation. A high modulator value for valence is interpreted as a highly emotion driven decision process
changing fast between positive and negative evaluation
of a situation whereas a low modulator value results in
a more rational decision. The arousal modulator on the
other hand determines how capricious the agent reacts.
A high value of the arousal modulator results in a fast
increase of the arousal level in a given situation whereas
a low value slows the increase down making the agent
more phlegmatic. The agent’s emotional state can be
monitored (see right-hand side of Fig. 3) but is visible to the user only by the agent’s facial expression,
its gestures and its behavior. A very happy agent e.g.,
will comment if falsely accused by a gloating gesture
towards the loser (Holding the hand as an extension of
the nose) and an accompanying utterance like Du hast
verloren† .
5.4 Behavior control
Before generating the animations, the appropriate, i.e.,
context- and situation-speciﬁc, verbal and non-verbal
behaviors have to be decided on. A Bayesian network is
deployed for this reasoning process. Depending on the
†

You have lost

evidence available, the network calculates probabilities
for possible actions. A turn in the game can roughly
be divided into two phases: rating and announcing.
First, the announcement of the previous player has to
be rated. This decision is based upon (i) the agent’s
current emotional state, (ii) the probability of the announcement, (iii) the number of times that the previous player was caught lying. If the agent believes the
previous player or has falsely accused him of lying, it
has to cast the dice next and announce a result. The
announcement is based upon (i) the agent’s cast, (ii)
the probability of the necessary announcement, (iii) the
number of times the agent was already caught lying,
(iv) the agent’s emotional state.
The information about the actual cast and the announcement are sent to the game server. Output of the
behavior module for the animation generation is the result that will be announced by the agent, the emotional
state of the agent in terms of valence and arousal, and
the current ability to mask a necessary lie. This ability depends in our model on the arousal and valence
value of the emotional state, on the probability for the
announcement of the previous player, and on the probability of the agent’s own announcement.
6.

Empirical Evaluation

Instead of presenting the user with a questionnaire to
acquire information regarding their subjective impression of the game agent, we decided to perform an objective evaluation of the user’s level of engagement in
the game by analysing his or her behaviors during the
game. In particular, we investigated whether the user’s
verbal and non-verbal behaviors changed when addressing or attending an agent as opposed to addressing or
attending another human interlocutor.
In order to determine the users’ level of engagement, we analyzed the recordings of game interactions
of two human players with the Gamble system according to the gaze behavior they exhibit. Subjects were 24
students, all native speakers of German, recruited from
the computer science and philosophy faculties at Augsburg University. The subjects were randomly divided
into 12 teams. At the beginning of the experiment, the
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subjects were presented with a three minute video of the
Gamble system. In addition, they had to participate in
a test round to get acquainted with the game and the
Greta agent. After the test round, each team played
two rounds of 12 minutes. The participants changed
positions after the ﬁrst round so that each participant
came to play before and after the agent. To increase interest in the game, the winner was paid ﬁve Euros. We
videotaped the interactions, and we logged the game
progress for the analysis.
6.1 Analyzing the user’s gaze behaviors
Because the gaze behaviors of speakers and listeners
diﬀer, our investigation focused on two questions: (i)
Does the type of addressee (agent or human) inﬂuence
the users’ gaze behaviors? and (ii) Does the type of
speaker (agent or human) inﬂuence their gaze behavior?
On the one hand, we were able to conﬁrm a number
of ﬁndings about attentive behaviors in human-human
conversation. For instance, our subjects spent more
time looking at an individual when listening to it than
when talking to it – no matter whether the individual
was a human or a synthetic agent. Furthermore, the
type of the addressee (agent or human) did not have
any signiﬁcant impact on the duration of the speaker’s
gaze behaviors towards the addressee. Even though
the game can be played without paying any attention
to the agent’s nonverbal communicative behaviors, the
users attended to it. Surprisingly, on the other hand,
users spent more time looking at an agent that was addressing them than at a human speaker (F(1,23)=23.97,
p<0.05). Maintaining gaze for an extended period of
time is usually considered as rude and impolite. The
fact that humans do not conform to social norms of politeness when attending to an agent seems to indicate
that they do not regard the agent as an equal conversational partner, but rather as a (somewhat astonishing)
artefact that is able to communicate.
In addition, logging the game progress allowed us
to gain insight in the gaze behavior of the users while
they were lying about their result. In more than 90 %
of the cases, people averted the gaze from their game
partner when they were lying independently of whether
the game partner was human or synthetic.
6.2 Analyzing the user’s verbal behaviors
An analysis of the address forms employed by the
users for the agent led to interesting observations regarding the relationship between user and agent. Although users mostly used neutral game-relevant utterances when interacting with the agent like Glaube ich† ,
they occasionally addressed the agent directly using the
familiar dir, for instance, by uttering Ähh, ich glaub’s
†

I believe it

dir nicht†† . Far more frequent are utterances where the
users talk about the agent, e.g., Vielleicht glaubt sie’s
dir ja††† using the third person singular sie. Only utterances containing personal pronouns were taken into
account while neutral game-relevant utterances, such as
Glaube ich were disregarded. From the remaining utterances, 62% were classiﬁed as talking-about and 38%
talking-to events. Talking about someone who is actually present during the interaction is usually considered
as a gross violation of politeness in human face-to-face
communication. Such a behavior is, however, typical
of conversations involving babies and pets [30]. Our
experiment seems to indicate that people feel attracted
by the agent’s expressiveness, but nevertheless do not
regard it as an equal conversational partner.
7.

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a multi-party scenario in
which several users converse with an embodied conversational agent who takes on the role of a game partner in a small game of dice. The users interact with
the game application via a tangible interface and spoken utterances. To abstract from the inherent problems of unconstrained natural language understanding,
we have chosen a scenario with controlled interactions.
Furthermore, we decided to implement a turn-based
game in order to avoid misconceptions regarding the
assignment of turns. The speciﬁc characteristics of the
scenario helped us to mitigate some of the deﬁciencies
of the agent, but still allowed us to explore typical
characteristics of a multi-party scenario without any
manual intervention. An empirical evaluation of the
system revealed that users exhibit communicative behaviors towards the agent that ressemble communicative behaviors towards human conversational partners.
For instance, even though it was quite obvious to the
users that the agent is not able to read their faces, they
avoided eye contact with the agent when they were lying. On the other hand, we also noticed some pecularities regarding their behaviors towards the agent that
seem to indicate that they do not accept the agent as
an equal conversational partner.
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